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CoolBlock® HC-01-3x11

W98 - L340 - H61.5 (mm)
Rth 0.47 °C/W - Power Pd 106W

Accessories

Lens

The Ledil Florence-3R-IP is a ruggedized version of the 3x11 cavities Florence 
family.

The Florence-3R-IP has an integrated silicone gasket providing ingress protection 
against water and dust.  The 3x11 optics layout is compatible with Zhaga Book 7 
light engines and mid power LEDs.  The surface eliminates the bright spots from 
the LEDs resulting in uniform surface brightness and also makes modules.

Click here to get more info about Ledil 3x11 family.

Mounting indicator marks overview
With 14 screws evenly spread over the border area, 
the 3x11 mechanics in combination with a gasket 
leads to an IP67 waterproof sealing between optics 
and LED cooler.

Model names
• FS15626_FLORENCE-3R-IP-Z90  
• FS15786_FLORENCE-3R-IP-Z60 
• FS15847_FLORENCE-3R-IP-O

Model names
• CS16619_DAHLIA-TL110  

Ledil 3x11 lenses Florence-3R-IP

Ledil 3x11 lenses DAHLIA-TL110

Mounting
• Direct mounting with 14 screws M3 x 8mm

Blue indicator marks

Mounting
• Direct mounting with 14 screws M3 x 8mm

Blue indicator marks

CoolBlock® HC-01-3x11 Rectangle Pin Fin LED Cooler

Accessories

Model names
• CoolConnect® Gland 2-pole 01
• CoolConnect® Stopper Gland

Cable feed-through

(In-house potting service available)

The 3x11 LED board can be waterproof with the use of an IP67 lens, leaving the cable feed-through the 
only part that still needs to be take care of.  MTX has developed an IP67 2-pole cable gland suitable for 
cables with a diameter of approximately 1.75mm and a IP67 stopper to close unused cable holes.

(CoolBlock® cross-section)
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CoolBlock® HC-01-3x11 Rectangle Pin Fin LED Cooler

CoolBlock® HC-01-3x11

W98 - L340 - H61.5 (mm)
Rth 0.47 °C/W - Power Pd 106W

Mounting OptionsAccessories

Modular / Multi-Heat Sink

Two sides threading
CoolConnect® Inter-01 has threading on both sides and acts as a connection bridge that allows you 
to combine 2, 3 or more CoolBlock® HC-01-3x11 LED coolers

Model names
• CoolConnect® Inter-01

CoolConnect® Inter-01

1. Place heat sinks in this way that “L” is next to “R”.

Place 3 CoolConnect® Inter-01 in the middle of 2 CoolBlock® HC while align its 
grooves with dots on heat sinks to ensure correct threading.
Turn the CoolConnect® Inter-01 simultaneously to tighten heat sink connection.

2. 

3.

Place 3 CoolConnect® Inter-01 in the middle of 2 CoolBlock® HC while align its 
grooves with dots on heat sinks to ensure correct threading.
Turn the CoolConnect® Inter-01 simultaneously to tighten heat sink connection.

2. 

3.
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